February 17
Dear��� ..

When I was in Germany two weeks ago, I was fortunate

enough to be able to see the Nuremburg War Trials and although

my untrained eye as legal matters go missed probably much of what

went on, I feel that you would be interested to hear what I heard·

and saw. Fifty American sodier

arc allowed to see the trials.at

each session there being ti:vo a day, one in t e morning and one in
the afternoon. Those honored enough to go sit in the end of the press
gallery in the last two rows, and if someone hokding a ticket

for

the seats in the rear comes in the sokier must give his seat up to
the individual and step outside the courtroom if there are no other
empty· seats available. Vn the morning that I attended there were scads
/

of empty seats and no soldier was bothered to make a rea�justement in
his seating arrangement.· The press gallery is like a small·@oyi� thea�er
with a sloping seating arrang

ent. Vn the left a... m of each s\;3;t� therJ_:
--..

.,_ I
_,:-,

is- a Watson device consisting of a pair of earphones and a switch-en,'

h

a small box attached to the arm on which are written the numbers r., 2.
3,4,and fl• Printed instructions mimeographed on paper tell youthat

1 stands for the speaker, 2 for the ..:!.inglish translator, 3 for the Russiar.
translator, 4 for theFrenoh and 5 for the German. The mimeograph sheets
also show yon the seating arrangement of the court which you see in the
distance below you. Separating the press box from the courtroom is
a wall

of

varmished wood on the other side

hich sit the honored

guests twenty or so. �·arther to the front are four tables at which sit
the prosecutors of each country. Omer on the right underneath the flags
of France, Britain; Russia and UnitedStates sit the judges on a raised di,
dias something like the Supreme Court. There are two judges for each

country all wearing the law robes that are customary in their respective

nations exceptin· the Russians who come in Military Uniform.

'he courtroom

is small and built in the shape of a square. Continuing aroundto the

